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1 Introduction
In large transportation networks, real-time traffic management is essential to minimize dis-
ruptions and maximize punctuality. This is especially true for railway systems, where delays
can easily propagate from one train to the next due to infrastructure constraints. We propose
novel algorithms to tackle this problem, using the Flatland challenge as a testing ground.

2 The Flatland challenge

FIG. 1: Example Flatland network

The AIcrowd Flatland challenge [2] is an international
competition in which participants must solve the vehi-
cle rescheduling problem in a simple simulation envi-
ronment. This environment was designed in collabo-
ration with three national railway companies (SNCF,
DB and SBB) to reflect the main features of railway
traffic dynamics.

The goal of the challenge is to route multiple trains
through a network (such as the one in Figure 1) from
their origin to their destination. This requires coordi-
nation: indeed, two trains cannot simultaneously oc-
cupy the same vertex or cross the same edge in opposite
directions (no double tracks). The objective function
is given by the sum of all delays, with additional penal-
ties for trip cancellations.

Not only is it necessary to plan the route of every
train in advance, these routes must also be adapted in
real time as the simulation includes random malfunctions. Such incidents can unexpectedly
freeze a train for multiple time steps, forcing the others to change course in order to prevent
unnecessary slowdowns or even deadlocks. This calls for an algorithm fast enough to be run
after each disturbance.

3 Multi-Agent Path Finding
While the Flatland challenge is designed to encourage contributions in the field of Machine
Learning (ML), more traditional submissions using Operations Research (OR) have consistently
won the competition so far. Indeed, the best algorithms, such as the 2020 winner [1], take
advantage of a large body of optimization research dedicated to Multi-Agent Path Finding
(MAPF).



This combinatorial problem consists in finding paths on a graph for a set of agents such
that no two paths conflict [5]. Most algorithms rely on the observation that without conflict
constraints, MAPF decomposes into a set of independent shortest path problems, which can be
solved very efficiently using the A* algorithm. Therefore, the collective research effort focuses
on ways to use shortest path algorithms by preventing conflicts beforehand or repairing them
afterwards.

4 Our solution approach
Many of the most efficient approaches are heuristics where some decisions are made arbitrarily:
for instance, how to define a priority ranking on the trains, or how to select which conflict
to resolve first when repairing an infeasible solution. We propose a more principled way to
make these choices: by leveraging recent progress on ML for OR [3], we can feed the main
features of the environment (graph structure, agent distribution, destinations and deadlines)
to a statistical predictor, which will then give us hints on the right way to tune our algorithm.

To build a dataset, we simply use the Flatland simulator to generate many different instances.
Quite surprisingly, we do not need to precompute exact solutions for them: the heuristics we
build upon would probably not be able to find such solutions anyway. Our goal is to guide
these heuristics towards their own best possible solution, which is why we simply repurpose
the objective function of the problem as a learning loss.

Since our predictor is trained with optimization as the end goal, we expect that the per-
formance of our ML-enhanced heuristics will exceed the results obtained with manual tuning.
In particular, designing a model that captures delay propagation phenomena would lead to
considerable improvements.

In conclusion, applying our method to greedy routines such as prioritized planning [4] may
make them precise enough to solve complex instances to near-optimality. And crucially, this
would not affect their speed since the learning phase happens offline. In a real-time setting
where fast computations are essential, such a mix of ML and OR could open new avenues for
reactive and sound railway traffic management.
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